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Address to The Aberdeen Law Project Annual Lecture, organised in celebration of the project 

entering its fifth year and Lord Hope’s appointment as Patron. 

Elphinstone Hall, University of Aberdeen, 19 February 2014.  

Ryan Whelan 

1. Lord Hope, Lord Provost, Ladies and Gentlemen, it is a great honour as well as a 

personal pleasure for me to be addressing you today at this event, which has been 

organised to mark and celebrate the law project entering its fifth year of operation, and 

Lord Hope's appointment as Patron.  

2. The theme that I have been given today is the last five years, or the last 50 months to 

be more precise, as the fifth year of The Aberdeen Law Project (at times referenced 

as “ALP”) has only just commenced.   

3. Listening to Anna's opening remarks in what was an extremely generous introduction; 

I am reminded of those early days at the project. Whilst Anna has kindly focused on 

my calm and encouraging rallying call for support, I will be more candid – during those 

early formative days, I was, to be frank, absolutely petrified. My contemporaries and I 

were full of ideas, enthusiasm and determination; but we were also well aware of the 

magnitude of the task before us, and the context within which we were trying to 

establish a pro bono service. 

4. It was 2009, the economic crash had hit hard. Businesses were struggling, and the 

"more for less" culture had arrived in the legal sector. Times were tough. Local 

communities were in need of support, with people facing hardship - even here in 

Aberdeen, an area usually well insulated from wider economic troubles. In short, in 

terms of the project, it was far from a good time to be trying to launch a venture 

entirely reliant upon generosity.  

5. Nevertheless, after Guy Grant (a fellow student) and I had the initial idea, it was full 

steam ahead.  

6. Within a week we had scheduled a meeting with Professor Margaret Ross, then Head 

of the Law School.  

7. Having been the President of the Law Society I had made some challenging pitches to 

Professor Ross in the past. Foremost amongst those was the time that I pitched the 

need for the student law society to host a neon rave, complete with DJ and dancers 

flown from Ibiza… With such a track-record, I was sure that the pitch of a law project 

run by students would be one of my less onerous and objectionable requests.  
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8. It was. Characteristically, Professor Ross was enthusiastic and supportive of 

Aberdeen becoming the first UK University to have a student founded, led and 

operated law clinic. Indeed not only did Margaret approve our venture, she, together 

with Sarah Duncan, gave of her own time and assistance.  

9. We cracked on. Meetings were organised. With little to no money, and enthusiasm as 

our only asset, we set off to sell this grand plan to others. Our expectation was 

realistic. For the initial student meeting we booked C34, a room in Taylor building that 

holds about 12 people. We expected maybe 10 to 20 to turn up.  

10. We were wrong. Just short of 100 students attended.  We were both astonished, and 

quite unprepared – and by "quite" unprepared I mean absolutely unprepared. We 

hadn't a clue what to do with that many volunteers. All the email outlined was an idea 

and an invitation to become involved. At no point did we expect such an enthusiastic 

response.  

11. That enthusiasm was not confined to the student body. The profession also warmly 

welcomed the idea. In those early months we wrote dozens of letters - some to law 

firms and advocate stables requesting support in the form of training, some to 

distinguished members of the profession asking that they join our advisory board and 

others to community groups and third sector organisations alerting them to our 

existence. Only one letter went unanswered.  

12. The generosity shown towards our embryonic venture was astounding. Keith Napier of 

Raeburns undertook the company formation and support work without charge; Roger 

Connon of Pinsent Masons agreed to provide training; MacKinnons volunteered to 

provide employment law support; Peterkins offered to support our link with Grampian 

Woman's Aid; Murray, Connarty; Hastie and Compass stables agreed to provide 

advocacy skills workshops – and a host of distinguished legal names accepted 

invitations to become board members or patrons.    

13. That initial support has never dwindled.  

14. By far the best thing that we did in those early days was to implement a policy of 

listening. We never visited the community and advertised a service that we assumed 

was needed or wanted. We instead visited the communities that we hoped to assist 

and asked the residents and community leaders what was needed. Then, and only 

then, did we devise and implement services to meet that need. The formula worked. 

The fact that we listened was respected. We had a foothold upon which to earn trust.   

15. The early student enthusiasm and dedication to assisting individual clients, and 

championing broader causes, has never waned. It has, in fact, only multiplied over the 

years. I am constantly impressed by the efforts that student members will go to on 
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behalf of their clients, or in providing much needed community outreach initiatives to 

some of the most disadvantaged in our society.  

16. The last five years in numbers serves to illustrate the point:  

 1 national award; 

 420 student participants to date; 

 130 active participants today; 

 over 650 enquiries from members of the public received; 

 198 clients represented; 

 99% of cases resolved in favour of our client; 

 9 projects launched; 

 12 sponsors attracted; 

 52 schools visited; 

 130 prisoners educated; 

 16 newspaper articles on the project’s work; 

 3 front pages; 

 4 national radio interviews; and  

 2 TV appearances.  

17. And now, today, we welcome our 4th Patron, the leading lawyer of his generation, 

Lord Hope.  

18. Of course the numbers just tell you the hard-facts, the abstract figures, the milestones 

in the project's development. The figures are only brought to life – and start to really 

matter - when you consider the human element to the project and its work - when you 

see or hear of the lives that have been helped, the problems alleviated, and the efforts 

made individually and collectively by the students. Then, and only then, can you start 

to get a sense of what the Aberdeen Law Project is about, and what it has achieved.   

19. In terms of the project’s dimension, the Aberdeen Law Project has, to name but a few 

examples: 

19.1.1 Provided a series of much praised educational classes to prisoners at HMP 
Aberdeen for 3.5 years. This programme, under the leadership of Katie 
Spearman, has gone from strength to strength and is now being rolled out to 
HMP Perth and the new super-prison in Peterhead;  
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19.1.2 Visited every primary school in Aberdeen with the mock trial experience, 
which, at the request of teaching staff, is now being extended into secondary 
schools;  

19.1.3 Established an Ambassador’s programme to encourage and assist those 
from non-traditional backgrounds to pursue a career in the law;  

19.1.4 Supported Grampian Woman’s Aid with legal training for 4.5 years;  

19.1.5 Undertaken crime prevention research in conjunction with Police Scotland;  

19.1.6 Provided assistance to the Crown Office with regard to proceedings in 
Aberdeen Sheriff Court; and 

19.1.7 Most recently, as a result of research into Aberdeen’s problem with 
prostitution, the students have launched “The Key Project” to help those 
engaged in the sex industry to break the cycle. This project, the brainchild of 
current student Erika Grant, is already being much praised by Police 
Scotland and service users alike.  

Over and above this, again quite remarkably: 

19.1.8 Anna Robertson has appeared before a parliamentary select committee 
regarding victim’s rights; and 

19.1.9 Julia Spiesberger has single-handedly prepared a report on Judicial Review 
Proceedings for the Equality and Human Rights Commission.  

20. Much of this work is unprecedented. The Aberdeen Law Project is breaking new 

ground in the provision of pro bono assistance. There is no other pro bono facility in 

the UK with such a developed and diverse array of community engagement initiatives. 

This is a tremendous achievement. It becomes all the more remarkable however when 

one considers that every single one of these initiatives has been devised and 

implemented by students.  

21. The project’s caseload is equally impressive. Supported by the dedicated Malcolm 

Combe, Faculty Director of the Project here at the University, with assistance also 

provided by Greg Gordon, Douglas Bain and Professor Roddy Paisley, the students of 

The Aberdeen Law Project continue to increase the volume and complexity of legal 

advice and representation provided.  

22. Novel and noteworthy cases of late include: (i) providing advice to an interest group in 

respect of the right to protest; (ii) the provision of an opinion regarding landownership 

issues at a prominent Aberdeenshire development; and (iii) a test case, led by David 

Ridley, which has established that tenancy administration fees are illegal premiums 

and may therefore be recovered by tenants.   

23. However, many of ALP’s most important cases are those that will never grab 

headlines, and that will never, in reality, matter much to anyone other than the 

project’s client. These include, by way of recent example: the successfully contested 
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illegal eviction, the negotiation of a fair redundancy package against an employer 

trying to flout the law or the £200 small claim. These are the cases where ALP’s 

involvement goes unreported, but where ALP’s involvement is so important.  

24. Let me share with you some (paraphrased) quotes from clients and organisations that 

ALP have assisted over the years:  

24.1.1 “When I lost hope ALP fought on and won. I am eternally grateful to those 
students for what they have done.” 

24.1.2 “My claim wasn’t worth a lot but it mattered to me. The students understood 
that and did all they could.” 

25. Others have called ALP: “innovative”, “dedicated”, “impressive” and “remarkable”.  

26. But one quote has stayed with me for its impactful simplicity. When asked about the 

service, one client from the local community simply said – “I trust them.”  

27. What an impact The Aberdeen Law Project has had, and continues to have. What a 

miraculous journey it has been, and continues to be.  

28. The Aberdeen Law Project cannot help everyone, but everyone within the Aberdeen 

Law Project can help someone.  

29. I therefore implore each of you students to continue doing what you do. If you see a 

problem or need, use what you have – or can acquire - to do what you can, for those 

you can. By taking this approach, under the direction of Caitlin Hurst as next year’s 

Student Director, and all the time in consultation with your clients and the community, I 

have no doubt that you will continue to lead this project to great successes.  

30. But for now, in closing, before Anna, Caitlin and Roger Connon of Pinsent Masons, 

present awards in recognition of some of the extraordinary individual and group 

achievements that have taken place over the last 50 months, let me say this: you, the 

students of the Aberdeen Law Project, are exceptional. It is a privilege and honour to 

continue to be associated with the tremendous good work that you do throughout the 

North East.  Congratulations on the last 50 months, and good luck for the next five 

years! 

Ryan Whelan
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1
 I am grateful to Julia Spiesberger for her assistance in compiling the statistics noted in this speech.  

 


